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‘It's attention to
detail that makes
the difference
between average
and stunning.’
–Francis Atterbury
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3 0 T H A N N I V E R S A RY O F M O N P L A I S I R
Cover: Our first ever release, 1987 Mon Plaisir.The ‘poppy’ logo has
been with us from the start.
Above: Planted in 1980, the Upper Barn sections of the Gauer Ranch
were the source of our Mon Plaisir bottling for over two decades.
Vintages after 2010 are 100% from our KnightsValley property.

This fall is an important occasion for the winery, the 30th
anniversary of our first release. The 1987 vintage of Mon Plaisir
Chardonnay debuted in September of 1989.
Photos: Cover by Alan Campbell, Page 2-3 courtesy of Stonestreet Estate
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The distinctive Old
Wente clone
of Chardonnay known
for its broad,
fleshy lemon
flavors
remains a
key part of
Mon Plaisir’s
distinctive
flavor profile.

A view of the AlexanderValley from Upper Barn gives a sense of the altitude. From the start
it was about expressing the terroir of mountain vineyards.
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While development of the estate vineyards was in full swing with the planting of
Cabernet Sauvignon in the upper sections of Les Pavots, there were no Chardonnay
vines on our property. Sir Peter’s original vision was to produce the wine that is now
Les Pavots, a Cabernet blend. Chardonnay entered the plan as a means for the
fledgling winery to generate cashflow, while the red wine program was maturing.
Helen Turley, our first winemaker, understood Sir Peter’s vision; terroir specific
wines from mountain vineyards, made with classical winemaking techniques. In
keeping with this, for our first Chardonnay, Helen located the perfect source, the
Upper Barn sections of the Gauer Ranch (later renamed Alexander Mountain Estate,
now called Stonestreet Estate) at 1,400 to 1,800 feet above sea level, overlooking
the Alexander Valley. Thus, began what would be a 20-year relationship with this
property. Using the traditional Burgundian techniques of barrel fermentation with
indigenous yeasts, sur lies aging, generous battônage and full malolactic
fermentation, Helen laid the foundations for the house style that Peter Michael
winemakers have been refining ever since. In some respects, the wines represented a
groundbreaking approach to the grape in California. As word of the wines spread,
demand quickly exceeded the tiny supply.
Sir Peter explains, ‘With the success of the early Chardonnays, we decided that we
really ought to plant Chardonnay on our own property. That hadn't been part of the
plan originally. We discovered that high up on this ridge, above the Les Pavots
vineyard, you could actually grow great Chardonnay. There is a cooling marine
influence up there that creates ideal conditions for the grape.’
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While it certainly was a lucky stroke that we could grow Chardonnay on our
Knights Valley estate, each of our estate Chardonnay vineyards is carefully thought
out and situated to give a subtly different expression of the terroir. Between 1990
and 2000, we added the first three vineyards: Belle-Côte, La Carrière and Ma
Belle-Fille. All the while, we continued to source the grapes for Mon Plaisir at
Gauer. The Upper Barn sections of Gauer were planted exclusively to Old Wente
selection of Chardonnay, so historically, Mon Plaisir was made exclusively from that
fabled clone. Old Wente is known for distinctively broad, fleshy lemon marmalade
flavors. These became part of the style of Mon Plaisir, along with the creamy
texture produced by our traditional hands-on winemaking.
By the mid-2000s the vines at Gauer were aging and yields were dropping off
rapidly. Naturally and logically, we made plans to bring Mon Plaisir home to our
Knights Valley property. On the estate, we cordoned off specific blocks at the base
of Ma Belle-Fille and budded them over to Old Wente clone. The estate grown fruit
entered the blend beginning in the 2007 vintage and since 2010 every drop of Mon
Plaisir has come from our Knights Valley property.

Photo: courtesy of Stonestreet Estate

Photo: Olaf Beckmann
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Through the transition,
Mon Plaisir retained
the broad lemon
marmalade character
coming from the Old
Wente fruit, but took
on the crushed oyster
shell, sea salt
minerality that is the
signature of our
Knights Valley
property. The net
effect was a wine that
retained its personality,
but showed more of a
family resemblance to
its siblings, La
Carrière, Belle Côte,
and Ma Belle-Fille.
Our winemaker,
Nicolas Morlet, feels
the transition elevated
the quality, adding
complexity and length.
We have used long, slow barrel fermentation with indigenous
yeasts since the first vintage.This traditional technique adds
In this regard, the 2017
aromatic complexity and mouth feel to our wines.
vintage makes a very
fitting 30th anniversary release. The vintage gave us a wine with crisp acidity, lively
fruit and vivid minerality that will surely stand the test of time.
Paul Michael reflects, “The release of the 1987 Mon Plaisir was an important
milestone for our family. It gave us our first glimpse of what the team and my
father’s vision were creating. Tasting the ‘17 brings back a tapestry of memories
from three decades. We look forward to tasting it years from now and wonder what
memories will be added along the way.”

A PERSONAL
A N E C D OT E
from Paul

When the 1987 Mon
Plaisir was released, I
was in Switzerland
studying hotel business
at the École Hôtelière
de Lausanne (EHL).
Excited about ‘his’ first
wine, my father sent a
bottle to me and asked
that I taste it with the
Professor of Enology to
see what he thought.
The francophone
professor told me quite
bluntly that Californian
wine was not important
and that I should
concentrate on my
curriculum, learning
about the wines of
France, Germany,
Spain, Italy and of
course ….. Switzerland!

I was also told to take my wine away and enjoy it with my friends. It travelled with
me to the Swiss countryside, getting way too warm in the process; the wine was
seeping out of the bottle. Undeterred, we cooled it down. I still remember that first
sip of Mon Plaisir on my inexperienced palate and thinking this is actually pretty
good. My student friends thought so too. For nostalgia, rather than drinking, I still
keep a few bottles of that ‘87 in my cellar. It is not without irony that now, 30 years
later, Peter Michael Winery sponsors the wine tasting classroom at EHL, and every
student gets to taste a glass of our wine which kind of marks the generational change
in the appreciation of Californian wine.

Photo: Donna Reid, ADIYL Photography
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Fall on the Peter Michael Estate. Looking east across our Chardonnay vineyards.
The Mon Plaisir blocks are on the far right.
Photo: Tim Carl
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Peter Mi c h ae l Fo u n d ation
2 019 Eve n t s C al e nd a r

G R OW I N G S E A S O N S
AND HARVESTS
from Nicolas Morlet

2016 Vintage of Cabernet at Oakville
10

Fun, intimate culinary events of exceptional food, wine & philanthropy.
Stars New York
Wild Ink - Hudson Yards

October 16
Chef Jacques Pépin

3 Michelin Stars, 2018 James Beard
nominee, Outstanding Chef
Other Events
Chicago
Palm Beach
San Francisco
Details TBA

updated event details and
reservations:

www.PeterMichaelFoundation.org
Jenny@PeterMichaelFoundation.org
415.339.0400

Funding pioneering prostate
cancer research and patient
care at leading cancer centers
across the country.
Stanford Cancer Institute
UCSF Helen Diller Family
Cancer Center
Buffett Cancer Center
Miami Cancer Institute
Memorial Sloan-Kettering
Cancer Center

The near perfect 2016 growing season started with a warm February and early bud
break. While California’s drought continued, rains were sufficient to meet the
vineyard’s needs. Cool damp conditions at blooming resulted in a smaller than normal
fruit set. After veraison, a single pass of green harvest brought the crop into optimal
balance. Overall, the vintage was slightly cooler than average, with consistently warm
and sunny conditions and only one heat spike. Moderate temperatures at harvest
allowed gradual picking as each block achieved perfection, providing excellent flavor
development and slightly lower potential alcohol. The vintage produced delicate,
classically styled wines with firm acidity and bright fruit.
2018 Vintage of Sauvignon Bl anc in Knights Valley

The 2018 growing season began with abundant winter rainfall. Spring weather was cool
and blooming, while delayed a bit, took place in almost perfect conditions resulting in a
generous fruit set. The vines were vigorous thanks to the winter rains. Aggressive
canopy management and fruit thinning brought the crop into optimal balance. Summer
temperatures were moderate with no severe heat spikes. An extended Indian summer
allowed our Sauvignon Blanc and Sémillon to gradually reach perfect ripeness. The
moderate temperatures permitted a gradual harvest, resulting in an elegant, bountiful
vintage of L’Après-Midi with classic flavors.

Photo: Donna Reid, ADIYL Photography
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2019
FALL RELEASE
2 017 Ma Danseuse Estate Pinot Noir

THE WINEMAKER’S
TA S T I N G N OT E S

from Nicolas Morlet

2 016 Au Par adis Estate Cabernet Sauvignon
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To the eye, the 2016 Au Paradis presents a near black ruby color with violet highlights. The nose
is elegant and packed with aromas of black currant and cassis with meaty nuances and touches of
plum brandy, vanilla, caramel, clove and cinnamon. The flavors mirror the nose with additional
notes of ‘pain d’épices’, fresh leather and olive, framed with plentiful, but fine-grained tannins
and an iron-like minerality. The mouth feel is round, refined and complex with an incredible
length of finish. Approachable now, the wine will handsomely reward five years of cellaring and
will continue to age gracefully for two decades or more.
2 016 L’ Esprit des Pavots Estate Cabernet Blend

This wine charms the eye with a red ruby color and bright crimson highlights. The nose is
marked with notes of raspberry, Griotte cherry, strawberry, leather with a subtle note of violet
and rose. Balanced and refined the 2017 Ma Danseuse has a wonderful concentration of delicate
red fruits, red rose petal, cloves, vanilla, hazelnut and a mineral driven finish. The tannins are
well integrated and the texture silky. The wine is approachable now, but will continue to
develop for two decades.
2 017 Clos du Ciel Estate Pinot Noir

The 2017 Clos du Ciel is exceptional, offering elegance, complexity and richness coupled with
long-term ageability. It presents a red-ruby hue tinged subtly with purple. The nose is filled with
aromas of raspberry liqueur, black cherry, strawberry, graphite, blackberry, and leather.
Balanced and rich in the mouth, the notes of red forest fruit, clove, vanilla and violet are
stunning. Earthy and gamy components complete the intense mouth feel. The texture is sensual,
silky and stylish with impressive length. The 2017 vintage is approachable now and will continue
to develop for two decades or more.
2 017 Mon Pl aisir Estate Chardonnay

True to its name, the wine is indeed a pleasure: intense and perfumed. The 2017 Mon Plaisir
displays an exquisite bouquet of candied fruit, orange, lemon cream, fresh butter, grapefruit and
a flint-like minerality, with subtle notes of greengage. The palate is rich, full-bodied and creamy
with beautiful hints of fresh lemon, pear, apple and brioche. A mineral character with hints of
pain grillé and almond complete the mouth feel of this wine and its long finish. Enjoyable now, it
will age for a decade or more.

The 2016 L'Esprit des Pavots greets the eye with a near black color and highlights of bright
crimson. Generously rich, the wine is a beautiful blending of the Les Pavots and Au Paradis
terroirs with strong notes of blueberry, chocolate, cedar, coffee, vanilla bean and black truffle.
Subtle accents of black cherry, black currant, plum, leather, tobacco and white pepper complete
the complex bouquet. The palate is full-bodied and concentrated, exhibiting savory elements
with abundant, supple tannins and a lingering finish. Fruit forward and enjoyable at release, this
wine should age gracefully for fifteen years or more.

2 017 Ma Belle- Fille Estate Chardonnay

2 018 L’Après - Midi Estate Sauvignon Bl anc

2 017 Point Rouge Estate Chardonnay

Intense and multi-layered, the bouquet is dominated by mineral, vine blossom, yellow nettle
blossom, honeysuckle, white vine rose, hawthorn, lemon, lime, white peach, completed by
acacia honey and candied anise. Rich, balanced, and elegant, the zesty flavors are reminiscent of
the aromas with additional guava, Williams pear, Mirabelle plum and fresh almond notes. The
strong mineral background, a stamp from our terroir, balances the overall richness and gives
superb refinement. The finish is layered, extremely long and elegant. The 2018 L’Après-Midi
will benefit from three years of cellaring and will age gracefully for a decade.

Offering elegance, complexity and richness, the 2017 Point Rouge is an exceptional wine. The
nose is filled with aromas of acacia blossom, ripe apple, citrus oil, orange rind, Williams pear,
almond and honey. Seamless and rich in the mouth, notes of mangosteen, brioche, crème brûlée,
honeysuckle, vanilla, spice cake and tangerine are framed with an oyster shell minerality. The
wine offers a rare harmony as well as extraordinary tactile persistence. Already refined, the
wine will gain even more complexity in 4-5 years and should continue to age gracefully for two
decades.

Photo: Donna Reid, ADIYL Photography
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The 2017 Ma Belle-Fille is spectacularly intense, aromas of exotic fruit, guava, pineapple, and
Monoi flowers, pastry elements, golden apple and nectarine, accented with oyster shell
minerality. Generous in the mouth, rich and concentrated, the wine displays flavors of Williams
pear, honey, dried almond, and orange rind with notes of gingerbread and a touch of
mangosteen. In the mouth, the wine is tactile and gourmand with extreme purity. Layered and
seductive, the finish is very long. The wine will age gracefully for a decade or more.
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2017 vintage, harvest
in the La Carrière
Vineyard.The same
devoted team that has
cared for the vines all
season does the picking.
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